Seed Processing / Delinting (Summer) – Brownfield Seed & Delinting

Brownfield, TX

Job Highlights – Internship opportunity

Qualifications

- A strong work ethic, self-motivated, ability to work alone, and the ability to work as part of a team
- Background in agriculture/ experience in agriculture or basis understanding of equipment operations and functions
- Ability to work long periods of time in a dusty environment hot or cold
- Mechanical background
- Operate machinery, forklifts, augers, belts
- Knowledge of basic machinery, robotics
- Knowledge of isolation/ separation when it comes to keeping seed isolated
- Ability to pick up 50+ lbs at a time

Responsibilities

- Assist with daily operations of mechanical equipment
- Apply and assist with working on equipment when needed
- Processing of fuzzy cotton seed through different stages to commercial planted seed
- Be open to take on different roles within the plant and learn new systems.
- Maintain detailed records and/or paperwork when needed
- Operating tables, seed treater, and packaging seed.

Specific responsibilities:

- This candidate will assist with various operations of seed processing throughout the plant. The ability to learn different operations from delinting cotton seed all the way to treating and packaging seed. The candidate will interact with different team members and learn different rolls of the job. The candidate will also help and/or learn to repair or rebuild equipment when needed.
- It is expected that the specific candidate will coordinate with Plant Manager on various duties that have been assigned. A strong work ethic, self-motivated, and ability to work extended periods of time in warm dusty areas. Also work in confined tight spaces, or areas above 15 ft when needed. This roll has great opportunity for someone that is mechanical and has a great knowledge in engineering or robotics. Ability to work on equipment with basic understand of belts, bearings, and motors. This position also requires the candidate to work around corrosive and toxic chemicals. This position can lead to future employment after internship.

Start Date: May 16th – May 25th

End date: August 8th – August 21st

Start date and end date are flexible with chosen candidate

If interested, please Contact Branden Watson

Email – branden.watson.bsandd@gmail.com